COUNCIL WORI(MINUTES
JUNE 2.2021
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, lluli'e 2,2O27, at 5:30 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: M ayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmernbers: Terri Hartley;
Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips
EXCUSED : Councilmernber Adams.

STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; tSity
Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis;
Police Chief Darin Adams; Fire Marshal Mike Shurtz; City Planner Don Boudreau, Water
Superintendent Robbie Mitchell; Economic Development Director Danny Stewart; Public
Works Director Ryan Marshall.
OTHERS PRESENT: Edy Meredith, Garth Green, Laura Henderson, Rona Meer:e, Jamie
Sherman, Marlene Watson, Jenn Huftnan, Sarah Pine, Cindy Laffoon, Nancy Pearson,
Candace Howes, Bob Platt, Carter Wilkey, Volney Morin, Rich Wilson, Linda W:.lson, Craig
Gubler, Tom Jett, Mindy Benson, Nicholas Willis, Jared Hatch, Jennie Hendricks. Kent
Jensen, Lorah Bodie, Melissa Fritz, Jeff Frehner.
ORDER: Reverend Nancy Pearson of Community Presblterian Chur,:h gave the
invocation; the pledge was led by Councilmember Phillips.

CALL T

AGENDA ORDER APPROVAL: Mayor

-

we need to table items #4 & #5 and move item

#8 before #6.

Councilmember Isom moved to approve the agenda order tabling items 4 & 5 untjl June 16th
and moving item #8 before #6 and also approve the RDA and MBA agendas; secc,nd by
Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.

ADMINISTRATION AG ENDA - MAYOR AND COUNCIL BUSINESS: STAFF
COMMENTS: rPhillips - thanks to the Veterans for the program on Memorial .Day, it was
moving to see the Veterans stand and those that can't, I want to give a shout out to Jeff

-

Hunter and the Street Department in sweeping Main Street before the holiday. rlvlayor
keep on the radar the different social networks that the Coal Creek Project will begin on the
141h. The 21't and 22"d are the night's I- 15 is scheduled to be closed from 9:00 p.nr. to 6:00
a.m. this project will cause confusion and congestion. Be patient, it will be substantially
better when completed. The more people that know and are prepared the better. l'hillips
where will the detour go? Mayor the north interchange to the center interchange. lv{ayor - we
will have copies for those that want it. rTyler - I have had contact from Councilnran Melling
and some realtors on the rental ordinances. I will give a briefing. Our rentals are on a unit
basis, single family 1 unit, duplex 2 units, four plex 4 units. A family can rent a urrit. A
family related by blood or adoption or up to 4 unrelated individuals. If the home ir; in R-2-2,
R-3-M or in the SHD zone you can have 1 person per bedroom ifyou can provide the

-
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required parking. The limits have been in place for a number ofyears.
If you have questions, you can get a hold of me in my office. nhillips I know there are
concems' I am sure we will hear fiom the University. we just want people to be in
compliance. Tyler - a rental requires a long-term rental license. If you iive and are govemed
by cc&R's it does comply. Paul - you need to check with the HoA for regulationi the city
does not regulate those.
P BLIC CO MENTS: r Scott Wyatt, SUU President - There have been questions about
housing from student s. A quick summary. We were on target to grow about 7oZ in
enrollments. As dis covered in the last month there i s less housing available today than there
was a year ago. We have seen continual grou/th of housing and this year for a few reasons we
are short. There are probably in our estimate between 500
1000 fewer beds this vear than
last year. If we are growing it creates a problem. We are part of the larger housing shortage in
Utah, Idaho, Montana, Arizona. In the Wasatch Front there are about 90,000 fewer homes
than people looking for them. As people move to Utah there is a shortage in supplies. A lot of
the buildings used for student housing a landlord may say I can sell at a great price, so they
sell instead ofrenting to students. Last year w e had COVID and a lot ofour students took
coruses on line. we had about 55% of our classes face to face and 45%o online. A student
could take their classes fiom an)"where. The landlords were struggling to pay the bills, so
they sold or converted from doubles to singles and for whatever reasons they combined to
something we didn't expect. we have developers interested in helping and
irojects that will
come through for approval or not. This is an interesting year because we hare iess. we
encouraged locals that live close to campus to help us. A flyer went out fiom somewhere that
we did not see prior to it going out to people ifinterested in renting the baseraent to call.
when they call, we tell them to check with the city. we are not asking for any particular
action; we are supportive of what you want to do. we are exploring how to continue. we
have seen 125 years of growth at the university, and I think it will continue. phillips
because ofthe number ofpeople that can't find housing, they are looking to rent instead and
that is taking away inventory. Does the University have future plans for iesidential housing
on campus? wyatt - we don't have any plans. we are sending out to developers if they want
to partner. we like the private development instead of govemment. private can build less
expensive than we can because ofthe government construction standards far above building
codes. Most can build student housing, rent it and pay the bills, we have to subsidize. we
have a few concepts; I hope will work. on another note, ticket sales for the Utah Shakespeare
Festival are 98.2o/o at thts point and time. The little theatre is the largest theater compani in
America. oregon Festival is only doing I play, most are down scaling. we took a chance and
said the community needs this. No mask requirements for outdoors. I think within a few
weeks we will be mask friendly indoor also. This will be a spectacular summer.

-

-

CONSIDER A SINGLE EVENT ALCO HOL PERMIT FOR A HORSESHOE
TOURNAMENT ONJT]NE 1 8TH. CEDAR CITY ELKS: Candace Howes, Cedar City
Elks - we are looking to do a horseshoe tournament_ We wer e only able to do one last year.
We bought 120 pair of shoes last year with Shop with a Cop. We are looking at the 19 th not
the l8th. Isom - how many years? Candace - the Sth year. ChiefAdams the background is
done, no problems. We give it a positive recomm endation
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CONSIDER AMENDING THE PLAT OF LOT 7 IN THE PINEWOOD ESI'ATES
SUBDN{SION LOCATED IN THE \TCINITY OF 1115 SOUTH FIR STRIET.
PLATT & PLATT/TYLER ROMERJL: Bob Platt , Platt & Platt Engineering lhis is a lot
in an existing subdivision in an R-2-2 zone. The owner wants to build a twin homr:. Tyler - it
got a positive recommendation at Planning Commission. Phillips - are the lots to the south
R-2-2? Yes. Action.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER VACATING A PUBLIC UTILITY EASEMENT
LOCATED BETWEEN LOTS 22 AND 23 ALONG TIIE EAST SIDE OF 75 EAST
WITHIN THE NORTII MAIN CENTER SUBDIVISION. CRAIG GUBLER/
JONATHAN STATHIS: Craig Gubler - we combined lots 22 arfi23. There was a public
utility easement (PUE) in between the lots. We want to abandon the PUE, I have tLad all the
companies sign off to abandon this. We don't want utilities under the building. Phillips - are
you planning to use both lots for your building? Yes. Jonathan - we have receiverl written
comments from the utilities and the city departments.
Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing, there were no comments. The hearing closed.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDERAN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE
GENERAL LAND USE PLAN FROM MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL, TO
HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL FOR PROPERTY LOCATED AT 820 S. I;UNSET
DR. PLATT & PLATT/TYLERROMERIL: Tableduntil the 16th.
PUBLIC IIEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE CHANGING TIIE JZONE
FROM DWELLING TWO UNIT (R-2-2) TO DWELLING MULTIPLE UNIT (R-3-M)
FOR PROPERTY LOCATED AT 820 S. SUNSET DR. PLATT & PLATT/TYLER
ROMERIL: Tabled until the 161h.
CONSIDER AMENDMENTS TO CEDAR CITY ORDINANCE 24. TAXICz\BS.
JAMIE SHERMAN: Jamie Sherman - I would like you to switch the ordinance :;o I can get
a taxicab permit so I can start my business. If you have concems, we are putting c.rmeras in
the cars, front and rear and outside as well. We put a lot of effort into this. I want 1o provide
for my family, I am asking for a second chance in life.
Rona Sherman - we are trying to create a business that we can pass down to the k.ds. There
have been issues in the past there has been problems. I have been here 3 years; Jarnie has
been here 8 months. People with his past can be a handyman and mechanics that p,o into
homes. We want a fair chance. We want an amendment not a change. If no problems in over
10 years get a second chance. As a mom it could be scary. It has been 18 years wih no
issues, so we are asking for a fair chance. We will have cameras in the cabs so problems can
immediately be brought up. Even a probationary period. Phillips - how many cabs? Rona
2. Phillips - have you started in Enoch yet? Rona - no, they terminated that license, they said
that we have to get a Cedar license.

-

Tyler - as the City Ordinance is crafted, someone that has to register as a sex offerrder is not
able to get a license. It is consistent with State law for Uber and Lyft. The recidivism in sex,
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alcohol and drugs is high. when a public body gives that ability to those. Both the chief and
I spoke against changing the ordinance a few years ago when it went from 5 years to l. I
don't think we should allow a registered sex offender to drive. Melling uoy
iu.irdi"tion
they are baned. Different states have different rules. The memo on tlber and Lyft,
required to register in Utah they are barred. In reading that section ofcode, in general we
believe in reformation and the system, or we don't. we have to walk the line to protect the
public and let people make a living. Llber and Lyft were crafted well. In Utah there are cases
you can get your name removed for certain things. Tyler there are two different kinds, a l0
year or life. Melling - I worry that our current language, so broad, other states don,t believe
in reformation and utah does with a removal period and a process, I would be inclined to
more closely match Uber and Lyft and meet their requirements rather than 49 other states.

if

Rona - the 10-year and lifetime. His is from North carolina, I talked with the District
Attomey and Sheriff. His was a 1O-year, but since he left North carolina, it has to be a life.
Melling - I don't know particulars. I am sure Utah has their own criteria on registration. If
we protect the public and found a balance. There are a lot ofthings more heinous than others.
Utah has a balance; I would like our ordinance like the utah registry not like other states.

Phillips - no matter what we do we have to do a thorough background check. I would not
feel comfortable until we know the situation we are dealing with. It allows the city to pass
certain things. Tyler - if you are required to register in the State of Utah, that probably
would not help his situation, but it may others in the future. phillips if there is a period of
time, 7 or l0 years it could help. Melling - I don't think we should be less restrictive, if
registration is required, we maintain the restriction. That leaves more room for reformation
than the current code. I don't know the process to have it adjudicated. phillips it is
important to allow people to have opportunities and second chances and be humane to our
fellow citizens, but we also must look out for the community at large. I want to ask chief
Adams, in reference to the change made in taxi ordinance u i"* y"u.. ago, have you seen
significant change in taxicab drivers negatively as a result? Chief no. Tyler we are
issuing permits to people that sold drugs 14 months ago, that concerns me since I spent g
years as a felony drug prosecutor. Mayor - are you inclined to redraft the ordinance to be
line with the State uber/Lyft ordinance. It won't help the particular situation, but it gives
some structure. Melling - I would be inclined to do that, especially on the registry. Different
states have different rules, Utah is strict, but has a good balance to allow people to eam an
honest living.
staff will draft something, and you can look at it next week. Isom I wonder if we
need to revisit the I year. We have had no problems. Tyler you can see what other
communities are doing. Seven years or ten years, but one year does not give a lot of time for
reformation. There are some decisions that disqualifu people from making a living in certain
occupations. Jamie - it has been 18 years. Tyler - I am not talking about your situation.
Phillips - I feel for you, I don't know what we can do for you. Rona I can still drive, it is
his idea to drive, we will have to switch, and I will drive and he can do the office. Melling
can he do door dash? Rona - no. Mayor - staff will bring something next week. phillips
anything in the current ordinance we feel strongly about we should look at it. paul we
talked about Uber and Lyft state requirements; it is a different regulatory scherne. phillips
Paul

-
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it should respond on how to move people in public transportation. Paul - we would just
mirror the State scheme. Are there other things you want us to look at changing? You can
also let us know during the week or next week in the meeting. Rona - would we have to do
both? Paul - if you do business in Cedar City you have to meet our ordinance.
Jenni Huffrnan - I have known Jamie for 26 years, I met him when I was 5. I knorv it is hard
to get certain things to change and I know people support second chances. I know people
have to be here a certain amount of time to make changes. Is there a way to make the public
safe but also take into account 1 8 years he has stayed out of trouble, no just living in Utah for
x amount of time, but multiple areas and stayed out oftrouble. He stresses over ta"<ing care of
his family. I trust him blindly and I am a mom. Just consider all of the things. Tyler - that is
an argument that has to be made to a Judge in North Carolina. Mayor - yes, that is a North
Carolina requirement. Rona - he has to stay in the same county in North Carolina for 10
years.

PUBLIC IIEARING TO CONSIDER A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE (}ENERAL
LAND USE PLAN AND AN ORDINANCE CREATING THE FAMILY
NEIGIIBORIIOOD ZONE (FND. COUNCILMAN TYLER MELLING: Tyl er Melling
- I will go over the nuts and bolts and then Don will go over things. We called it .he Family
Neighborhood Zone, now the Residential Neighborhood Zone. Melling presented the
attached Exhibit "A".
Don Boudreau, City Planner - the setback would be at 20 feet, if l0 feet from the PUE. If
engineering standards change that could change. It is 25 feet to the garage portiort of the
house. The General Plan (GP) amendment is to support the potential zone change. If
someone wants to change the zone it would be considered consistent with the General Plan.

Phillips - General land use section, residential application, the zone is characterizt,'d where
single family is characterized by 50%.1am afraid of what will happen, I do not want
duplexes and apartments in what could be smaller single detached homes. More t.ran half is
too vague for me. Don - the GP is designed to be general in nature. [n the ordinarrce primary
interior is 20%o max. the secondary interior is 15% max. Melling - if the underlyirrg GP
matches perfectly. We limited uses in the zone realizing they will not hit the max; I don't
know if we would run into trouble if it was 65%. Don - it could be reduced. Phillips
representative uses ofthe zone, why agricultural? Don - it is a copy and paste frorn the R-l
zone and it still contains the agricultural language, it can be cleaned up. Phillips - I had a
conversation with Councilmember Melling, we talked with lot widths, garage openings and
carports, more than one half with one story structure ot 213 with a 2-story structurr:. I do not
want garage doors across the entire front of a house. Ifwe are creating a neighborhood, it
needs to be that, not a storage unit. I am confused in the setback when a second floor can be
added after 3 years of occupancy. Melling - there was a concem, we are matchinl; R-l
except it can be closer, unless the covenants prohibit it. What happens ifyou want to add a
story to your home later. In going back and forth we felt this would be a better option. If we
allow the same smaller side setbacks to apply, I story, or 2 story, any time after construction
a developer can add it on after a short period of time. We can adjust that. Mayor - why three
years? Melling - pinning the tail on the donkey, it was long enough after construcion, not a

-
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way of skirting the ordinance. we can increase, decrease, or get rid of it altogether. phillips
- on front setbacks, ifprivate alleys are govemed by covenants to provide access to ports,
etc. I grew up in a very small town, there were alleys everywhere and they were filled with
weeds, garbage cans, and power lines, and I don't want that in our neighborhoods. What we
mean by an alley, how is it defined? How will that be for our fire department and public
safety to utilize the alleys? I have concems about alleys. Melling one ofthe goals is to
dedicate less of the fiont of the lot to concrete, especially if there is no driveway and they
will have to meet fore code. Mayor - how do you define alleys? Everyone has a different
version of what alley means. Don - it is defined in Chapter 26- 1 , any public place or
thoroughfare which affords generally a secondary means of vehicular access to abutting lots
and is not intended for general traffic circulation. Isom - no width definition? No. I grew up
with an alley and I lived back there shooting hoops, and riding bikes, it was actually very
functional. Phillips - I want clarification, setbacks generally, in the land use #1 a minimum
of 30 feet when a rear lot line abuts a rear lot line ofan adjacent zone, then a minimum of 10
feet when a side lot line abuts the side lot line or the rear lot line ofan adjacent zone. can
you explain that to me.? Don - it is desigted with smaller lots, the rear set back of a RNZ it
would be on a comer, when the lot abuts the side of the R-1 the setback would be 10 feet as
written. The setbacks were designed to be larger than we typically have only when you abut
that zone. The R-l guy has a 30' setback, then they go 30 feet also. phillips in general
terms, a question about the covenants themselves, if it passes becomes City ordinance, can
we legally require the covenants? Tyler - we do that with narrow streets, we restricted rentals
with more than 30% at one time, it has been struck out by a previous council. when they do a
PUD, I get a copy ofthe covenants and they are recorded. ln the past they could change
them, in this case we are restricting it on certain requirements. The only way they get
changed is by an ordinance change. Mayor - do you know any other city that requires an
occupancy in 2 years? Tyler - that is common in CC&R's. Melling that is one in the
discussions, owner occupancy is critical. The two year was raised time and time again since
people are sick of living in HoA's and cannot pay for things. Some community stakeholders
would be frustrated if that came out. Phillips - under accepted uses, permitted uses in the
zone, 1D, what is the definition ofPublic Utility building and structures? Don we don,t
have a definition of that. Paul - fiber optic switch buildings, a municipal well, municipal
pump lift station. South Central needed buildings to accommodate their switch stations. Our
lift stations are probably the biggest buildings. It would not be restricted to those; the
universe is not frozen for public utility buildings. Phillips - it does say not for storage.

c

Hartley - a few general comments, I spoke with Melling about the HOA being required by
ordinance, a lot ofpeople ask us to get involved in neighborhood squabbles. I worry about
the neighborhood zone being qualified on low density; you have not sold me completely on
that. Melling - when it comes to the covenants, I don't like it either. I was talking about this
with my kids, a place with a lot of rules. A lot of people do not like HOA,s. with additional
flexibility, housing type millennials like, allowing the option without the HOA I don,t know
how we will get there. A lot ofpeople would rather have an HOA and get the housing they
want than an artificially oversized lot. The low density, it is important to say it is not low
density, it if it is low density it must be a larger subdivision or transitional from low density.
If only allowed in medium density I don't know how much it would be used other than for
twin homes. If we have a low density between an R-1 and high density, instead of twin
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homes we could have this zone. It has to be a transitional area. As drafted, the conrponent
adjacent to R-1 is a better transition than R-2-1.
Isom - one general comment. I understand why we want to impose restrictions, but I don't
feel comfortable doing it. It must be less than 30o% rental property, that would help sustain
property values, but I don't feel comfortable. I would prefer to make the market d:ive that. I
am concemed about the regulation ofthe zone relative to other zones. I don't vievr my role as
govemment in dictating how they use their property; it is an over reach. Hartley -'that was
my final comment, it seems overly restrictive and complex, and I think it would b,: a burden
for staff to review these, one story, two story, setbacks etc. Don - I don't speak for all staff,
but it is complicated. It will have to really be looked at closely in the planning process and
there will have to be tracking. We will have to look at the use, proximity, adjacent to what
zone, a lot of things to look for. Phillips - can we do that? Don - we can try. Philtips - I
think the premise is that the intent is to find a way to get some single detached homes, dense
in nature, smaller lots and walkable, that was the intent when started. I appreciate Mr.
Melling, Don and staffputting it together. We do not want unintended consequen(:es. We
want to build the community to a higher level, not bring it down. It has the potential, but also
the potential to allow developers to squeeze more and more in. How do we control with the
limits of staff and ability of people to follow through? Mayor - the one tree per rrsidential
lot, who will count that and track if someone, takes one out? Melling - we alway:r talk out
both sides of the mouth, we want to protect people, enhance the quality, and find the balance
that is why the ordinance is so complicated. Ifwe took out quality control elemenls, then the
Council would not want it near R-l and if not there it is not useable. We have heard from
some organizations, we need balance. This opens a new type ofhousing option to enhance
the community. There is more than enough quality control to make sure it is not something
honible. We will need adjustments over time. The goal is to add a dilferent type and style in
the community.

Phillips - under the minimum subdivision size, no subdivision smaller than 40 acres
including streets unless it shares a boarder with R-l, RE, R-2, R-3, MU or Industrial or
Commercial zone. Melling - only if in a low-density GP area. Either larger subd:vision over
40 acres, or transitional. Touch a low density and high-density zone. RE or R-1 is low R-2-2
+ is more. Don - it can be highly likely. Melling - it will not be in outlying areas without
density near than.
Tyler

- Don touched on this, nothing more fiustrating than for a public to go against a zone
change and I say it matches the general plan, unless we don't have services or water other
than the neighbors don't like it. The RNZ fits under low, medium or high, so if it passes, they
rezone and fit under the general plan, and I say it matches the GP and you need to approve it.
Melling - in low density they have to meet the other requirements. Phillips - that is the fear I
have heard, the reasons Mr. Romeril stated.
Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing.
Carter Wilkey - where is the parking requirements, R-l or R-3? Melling - in all rcsidential
zones it is parking requirements. The same as R-1 for parking. Carter - in R-3 it is 1 per
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bedroom. Don - it depends on the use, 2 for single family or 1.3 per bedroom. Carter - all
will fall under R-2. It seems likeif you built a3 bedroom in R-3 you need 5 parking spaces,
in this zone you will need two. If you build a 3-bedroom townhome in an R-3-3, you must
have 5 parking stalls, 1.3 per bedroom, but I can do it in this zone and have 2 parking stalls.
Melling - unless you are renting. carter - so in that situation you minimized the parking
requirement? Minimum lot size in this subdivision, no minimum in the transitional area if it
is smashed between an R-l and R-3? Melling - there is no minimum subdivision size in the
transitional area. Paul - you would still have to meet separation sizes and setbacks. Melling
- yes' and the minimum lot size. If not within I ,000 feet of a common area your minimum lot
size is 10,000 if square feet, ifyou are within 300 feet of an R-l then the lot size is 7,000
square feet otherwise it is 5,000 untess you qualifu in one ofthe other areas. carter- ifyou
are touching an R-l on one side you have a minimum lot size of7,000 not 5,000 square ieet.
carter - in the slides, the mock subdivision, those are all 5,000 square foot lots? Melling
correct. Carter - so that showing 26 acres so it technically is a transitional area which means
there is R-l on one side so some of them should show 7,000 square foot lots, not 5,000.
Melling - yes, staffmade this before Planning commission made that change. carter - I have
sat on HoA boards before and served as an HoA vice president and to me it makes an HoA
job real easy when they say it's not my rule, that is the city rule. Some people are concerned
about it, I tell them not to buy in that subdivision. Section 3G, if the HoA has $100 fine if
you didn't comply, is that paragraph saying ifl am the lot owner and go to the HOA to go
after my neighbor and they don't then I can go after the HOA? Melling some HOA's are
active, some are not, we are saying if defunct and unable to enforce you have a private cause
ofaction against the violating property owner if the covenants provide that causi ofaction.
carter - I think there are a lot of great things, we have an affordable housing problem, fiom
HOA they will say the rules were forced by the City, so what keeps them from going to the
city. Melling - I am open to altematives. To allow the flexibility it is the flexibility we
found.

-

Rich wilson - I was in the Planning commission of cedar city for l2 years and then to the
county for 8 years. I have never seen anything that could disgace a community at the level
this proposal can. I have looked at you, your grandfather was one of my closest friends, we
spent hours, months and years to build this community something to be proud of. This is for
mobile homes and modular homes. As an individual who has a home in an R-l zone, and I
had something like this come along I would be so upset that it was discussed at a level you
have. You should recuse yourself from voting, you have a vested interest in something more
than a councilmember or staffhave. Something you haven't talked about, you have utiiity
and public service needs, where do you invision with setbacks, front and back, where do you
put snow, the garbage trucks, they can't make tums on what is proposed, nor can fire,
ambulance and police. I have built enough so I grasp this better than most. We are a
community that thrives to set ourselves apart to have a reason to want to live in our city and
spirit of influence. we never talked about trailer, modular home parks and call it an art zone
at 5,000 feet, this is no Daybreak scenario, I drive through there several times a year, my son
lives by them. They are surrounded by green and lakes, they have density, but this didn;t
show 3 units away a lake and green belt and you can run and walk. I find this more than
repulsive. I find a city councilman charged with helping solve the community affordable
housing say this would be a solution to that unique subdivision. 5,000 is a travesty, you are
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creating a ghetto. I heard a profound statement that a councilman enjoyed the alley, but today
an alley is not an asset, it is for drugs, sex offenses, etc. I plead with the Council tr not get
slicked into a presentation that this will not solve. Go to a place you can put trailers, modular
homes and take the wheels off, add a roof. This is not good for our community, please do not
follow through to vote and support this.
Ron fuddle - I have an opinion; I appreciate what councilman Melling has done. I also know
we should not vote on emotion. We need to vote on substance on what was presented and
what will happen. I have looked through the proposal, there are some good things, and some
things that can change. I talked with millennials, I don't think it should be a trailer park or a
place for modular homes. I know 3 families that grew up here, each have 2 childron that now
have families, I talked with them extensively and they love it. They have more green space,
and we have millions of acres of green space in Iron, Beaver, Kane and Washingt,rn
Counties. There are good things we can pull from this, go to Lehi and they are nice areas and
the young families like this type of place. Most of the ones I have looked at are t\4'o story,
they are too close for me. Three families are not a great percentage, but they say l)eople
enjoy living in these areas.

Cindy Laffoon - one issue I have, have you looked at traffic studies? Ifyou have righer
density, you will have traffic issues. There has been higher density fiound the are.r I live and
it has dramatically increased traffic. I have not seen traffic devices or patrolling, so that issue
has not been addressed. Phillips - I don't know what the studies would do since rve don't
know where this would be, but there would be more traffic. It would be a neighborhood
designed for more walking. Melling - if there was, and Trevor McDonald toucheC on that,
we would have to look at the master plan where it is only R-1 and rural estate.
Melling - the intention is not to allow mobile or modular units; the uses are straight from R-l
I don't believe it is allowed. Don Boudreau - they are permitted in mobile home :arks and
or RV parks, but it does allow modular units. Melling - the intention is not for trailer parks,
only allow what was allowed in R-l. Mayor - if it was R-2 would it only be R-l r:ses?
Melling - in those situations where R-2-2, it is to R-2-2 specs. Same thing in an area where
R-3 or mixed uses are permitted, it allows the underlying general plan and the specs ofthat
zone. Paul - it does not preclude that issue. Mayor-if it was in any other area with the new
tool, you could have the smaller lot sizes, but the other uses are allowed. Melling - yes, but
it has to match the underlying general plan area to employ those uses, it does courrt against
the occupancy. Don - is it more a proximity issue? The proximity slide, if in low density
area and change to RNZ you could have 7,000 lots for the first 300 feet adjacent t,: R-l then
after that the 5,000 single family lots. The 20%o cap you could do an R-2-2. If300 feet away,
you could do twin homes or duplexes. Also, beyond the 300 feet the lot size can drop in the
interior area and the lot size is 3,500 square feet. The same size lot as an R-2-1. \trhere it
changes again, ifyou are 1,000 feet away from RE, R-1 or R-2-l the lot size drops to 2,500
square feet, or l5% in R-3 type subdivision, townhomes, etc., in R-2 it is 300-foot buffer
until a higher density.

Melling - a little over 2 years ago I decided to run for council because I was frustrated from
things in the city and wondered what the council mernbers did. I sat out to address a few
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things, I told Scott this, I have two goals as a member of the council, close the gap between
our wages andjob opportunities and housing opportunity. I have dedicated a lot of time to
speak with public and council members. I am also very weary ofconflicts ofinterest;
have a client that has a real estate case, I refer them outside my office. If there is an apparent
conflict ofinterest, please let me know. I want to be here one term and do what I sat out to do
and be done, I miss a lot of things with my family. I feel if I work hard. If it looks bad, let me
know. I am weary ofappearance ofconflict, and I will address that.

ifl

Laura Henderson - I wanted to say I appreciate the time you devoted to this; the motivation
is clear. Early on you talked about accessory buildings on property, I am hoping those have
restrictions and not become little rentals, that may help people feel more comfortable about
not being ghetto. Maybe build in the ordinance that modular, tiny homes, etc. are not
permitted in the zone. People who know you realize you devoted hours ofyour life to this to
find a solution to a problem. Melling - we will look into the modular and accessory dwelling
issue. This comes out of the R-1 requirements.

carter wilkey - if we touch an R- 1 we have a larger lot size. Say neither are developed and
it is R-1, zoned and MP, then can you do the smaller lots since the subdivision is not
developed? Does it have to be finished subdivision? Tyler yes it has to be a subdivision, it
is to protect existing investment. There are a lot ofparcels zoned one way but general
planned another. Carter - what about my investrnent as a property owner, I bought as R- 1
and plan to develop as R-lin the future. If zoned and Mp R-l, look at that.
The hearing closed

Mayor - this will either go on the action agenda for a vote or we can bring it back to the next
work meeting. Phillips - there are things that need to be changed, can it be done in one
week. Melling - the revisions need to be held in a public meeting. Based on one-on-one
discussion I think we are close. Phillips - I think it would be better in two weeks.

DISCUSS THE CEDAR CIT Y SHADE TREE ORDINANCE. IUELISSA PRITZ &
LORAH BODIE: Lorah Wood Bodie presented the attached Exhibit *B*
Phillips - we can leam a lot of history. Shade Tree commission is important, I appreciate
bringing it to our attention. I would ask the staff continue to look at this and at the
community as a whole and make sure the ordinance has some teeth and something we can
manage. We cannot do things for everyone. I have watched things like this happen,
destroying trees. Lorah - the beetles are an issue also. Paul - the existing ordinance was in
the 90's and it has the types of trees covered. Phillips - where do we find it? paul Tyler
will send you the ordinance, there are definitions, saying we will do things with some trees
and some not.
Tyler

I think all ordinances should be in the code book, seats changed, and things have
it says govemment can go onto
private property.

-

been forgotten. There is a section that is unconstitutional,
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Phillips
Mayor

-

look at it and send it to us and make some recommendations

- it will

come back to council, and we

will inform you when it

does.

CONSIDER BIDS FOR THE QUICHAPA WELL #6 WATERLINE REPLA.CEMENT
PROJECT. JONATHAN STATHIS: Jonathan Stathis , City Engineer - we brok.e this up
into two parts. Rob went out and requested quotes for pipe material and fittings, they werc
received today. We are putting out a separate bid for installation of the water line, they won't
be available until next week. On the material, Mountainland is low bidder, but the y have a
longer lead time on the material. The sensitive timing, we may want to go with Scholzen
Products for a shorter time.
Robbie Mitchell - it is time sensitive; we are ordering parts we will get a week or two jump
start. Scholzen is 4-5 weeks the shortest time and we can start 3 weeks after we receive the
pipe. I recommend awarding the bid to Scholzen. Phillips - will the prices hold? Robbie
they are good for 30 days. I personally talked with each salesperson; I told them I would
award the bid as soon as possible. Consent with Scholzen.

-

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER A R.ESOLUTION REVISING THE 2020-2021
FISCAL YEAR BUDGET. JASON NORRIS: Jason Norris , Finance Director - we need to
make our final budget revision for items that have happened in the last few months. We will
go through a swnmary, attached as Exhibit "C" is a summary of the revisions beirrg made.
For the CDBG Housing Authority grant, they need a larger entity to receive their funds, it is
pass through.

The State has changed requirement to have 2570 in the general fund up to 35% maximum,
that is informational only.
The Golf Course, a few months ago we talked about the new housing developmer.t we had to
relocate the tee box. Paul - there is money in the budget to move those, they want to play
this summer to get a feel of where they want to put that tee box.

MBA is also included in this summary although they will have sepirate
We
meetings.
will review with staffbefore next week to make sure we have all ttre changes
The RDA and
made.

Phillips - where is the CARES Act money? Jason - the State receipted the gant, .n last FY
they sent about $1 million to us. They did two more allotments in the fall for about $l
million. We didn't change a lot of the base budget, in administration $3,018. Pau.. - they
shorted us and shipped some to other communities. Jason - we put some in over-lime,
projects eligible and county grants. We have claimed some funding in the prior FII and didn't
spend all on business grants or public safety items, so we will claim the differencc in public
safety payroll. We had a state audit where we went through item by item.
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Phillips - under RAP Tax, the distribution to various iterns is different, is some of it
carryover? Tyler - ifyou don't bring in invoices and show expenses then you don't get the
second allotrnent. We have had 3 or 4 who have not incurred the expenses to get the second
allotment. Those funds go back into fund and re reallocated. Phillips - they are in P&R.
Jason - there is time lag from when awarded and completed. The cumulative budget is not
all spent because the Rotary is going to do the water project, they are carrying their award
over a 3-year period, so it has not all been distributed. City projects, some is to the trails and
the stuff at the Aquatic Center. On Arts they are all operating, so if they don't hold the
events and it goes back to the Arts fund balance and can be reallocated at a future time. Fund
29 is RAP Tax Fund, everything is receipted or paid out ofthat fund, ifnot spent it stays
there and I hack the arts and parks component.
Hartley - we still have not seen an accounting on the SID delinquencies and the research on
those. Is someone working on that? Jason - I will follow up with Wendy on that, she was
working with the title company on property ownership.

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. Ron Riddle - there was an interesting comment
made to me a week or so ago. We had a chicken issue a few years ago. We had 500 people
for the chicken issue, and we have no one here concemed about the budget ofthe city, it
should be a more critical issue. Hartley - we agree. Ron - I propose you do it first when
people are here. you have a tough job spending the money of Cedar City. I have a budget
meeting every day. I think the city is just like a business, money is hard to come by. When
there are 500 people here, talk about the budget. The hearing closed.
PUB LIC HEARING TO CONSIDER A RESOL UTION ADOPTING THE202t-2022
FISCAL YEAR BUDGET. JASON N ORRIS: Jason Norris, Finance Director - from last
week we adopted the tentative budget we have been working on over a month. The only
change made to that version is the issue that came up with the Quichapa water line to
reprioritized the water line of$700,000 and now budgeted the tank recoating in Fy 22, it was
added to the capital fund for $700,000.
Melling

-

we have talked about doing % in ground concrete tanks, is that something we
consider in the other tank situation? Paul - the next tanks installed will be the in-ground
tanks. The recoating is recoating the steel tanks, strips them, recoats and put them back in
use. It is much less expensive than replacing them. We do this in the winter. Jason we
have tried the in-use coating and it didn't work.

Phillips - we have budgeted $50,000 in cemetery for irrigation and road work, where did it
come from, and will it be adequate? Paul - the $50,000 is for them to get a detailed plan on
how we phase and do the irrigation and road work and not close the cemetery. What they
don't spend on plan work we will start taking out old trees and putting in new trees. We don't
anticipate doing the cernetery project in one year. Mayor - it is like what we did with the
Golf Course, the master plan one year and then start implernanting.
Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. Garth Green - on the budget I have a comment
on page 3-39 WWTP #7, $1.9 million for design of filtration system and retention pond. That
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is a study, engineering drawing. I don't know what the improvement cost, but I would hope
you have an idea before you spend that on the cost. I am sure other cities have converted
type 2 water to type I and the other cities would know what it cost them. The Carollo study
done made it clear that type 2 can be used for alfalfa, com, silage, barley and wheat and sod
farms. It is questionable to me that we spend $ 1.9 million if engineering something that will
cost around $60 to $70 million to build. I don't think you will ever build that when you can
put it to an alfalfa farm. I have said you should sale, trade, etc. I wouldn't care ifyou give it
away. The water levels by the plant are very high. I don't know anything about conqete
tanks, but I do know about pipe. I would think you pipe it to a farmer in the Enoch area and
put it on their alfalfa hay. Does it sink in the aquifer, I guess some does, but better than
pufting it in the desert and let it evaporate. It is a lot to spend when you won't build. I would

put it to a farmer.

$

1.9

million is a lot to put toward

a project you

probably won't build.

the original study from Corollo is above $60 million. We had Stantac and they are
familiar with the Wastewater Industry, and they gave us $61 million with the final treatment
process, a storage pond by the Wastewater Plant (WWTP), pipes and pumps to bring the
water back to this end ofthe valley, and a storage tank at this end of the valley and solar
farm. Melling - that may go up over time, 3,000-acre feet of effluent a year. Mayor - that is
for a multi phased project. Melling - I don't know when that will come up. I have no
problem budgeting $ 1 .8 million for WWTP, I have some reservations for cost per acre foot
on the proposal and if this is the approach we want to do or are there other options that are
more effective per acre foot and put Cedar City in a better position with water. There are a lot
ofoptions and maybe some in between options. I am fine with it being in the budget, but
when we want to move forward on the study, what is the timeline, can we have more
discussion? Paul - it is not for a study; it is for a design. Melling - for designs? Paul - for
the final treatment and the storage reservoir. Mayor - the RFP, the award that will come
before the Council. Garth - we need a 15" pipe to take that water. Pressure irrigation pipe is
$47 a foot and that is $1.5 million to put a pipe from the WWTP and the Airport, there are
farmers to use that. A 40,000-pound track hoe can dig it. You can buy the pipe, lay it and use
it for $ 1.9 million. It won't take long to dig a reservoir by the Plant with all the water out
there. If you put the pipe in and bring it up to Airport Road the water level is low. You could
almost do it for $ 1 .9 million. I don't think you will spend $65 million.
Paul

-

The hearing closed.

ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum and go into the RDA meeting at 9:00
p.m.; second by Councilmember Phillips; vote unanimous.

Renon Savage, MMC
City Recorder
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WHAT ISTHE ..RN ZONE''ANDWHYAREWE
CONSIDERING
.

IT?

The RN Zone is a zone characterized by:

.
.
.
.
.

Single-family dwellings on smaller lots (5,000 sqft)

Common areas, street trees, and live vegetation in the front yard
Units are primarily owner-occupied (30% rental max in covenants)
Flexibility for duplexes and multifamily units when permitted, planned, and suitable

Considerate of existing subdivisions with buffer areas and restricted uses
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WHAT ISTHE "RN ZONE''ANDWHYAREWE
CONSIDERING

!T?

. Where is the RN Zone allowedl
. General Plan areas designated as Medium- or High-Density Residential
. General Plan areas designated as Low-Density Residential if:
. The subdivision is at least 40 acres in size; or
.

.

The subdivision is transitional (i.e., touches a high-density zone and a low-density zone

General Plan Mixed Use areas as long as the commercial use requirements and
ratios are met

t\

WHAT

IS

THE "RN ZONE" AND WHY ARE WE

CONSIDERING
.

IT?

The RN Zone represents a balance of the following input:

.

Preliminary general plan survey where appx l/3 of respondents indicated "affordable housing"
as

'

the

#l

Cedar City needs MORE.

Preliminary general plan survey where appx l/3 of respondents indicated

"apartments/townhomes" as the

.

#l

Cedar City needs LESS.

Cost information from developers, engineers, builders, agents, and lenders identifying linear
feet of infrastructure, land acquisition, and setbacks as leading contributors to lot costs.

.

Resident concerns of growth quality, neighborhood turnover, housing stability, and lack

of

transitional areas between different zones and uses.

.

General plan land use concerns and water policy concerns.
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WHAT

!S

THE "RN ZONE'' AND WHY ARE WE

CONSIDERING IT?
.

General Plan Factors

.
.
.

ln general plans, we see state pressure on cities to'up-zone' land use because we (Utah)
conflate Density & Affordability,Affordability & Affordable Rent, and Density & Apartments.

The RN Zone moves away from false equivalents by allowing owner-occupied single-family
homes on smaller lots at a medium-high 'density' in general plan low-density areas as long as
the other zone safeguards are met.
The RN Zone can be a driver in general plan land use discussions to recateSorize some
undeveloped areas toward lower densities while focusing land use intensity along travel
corridors. Existing subdivisions enjoy a higher quality in new neighboring developments while
owners of undeveloped land can still get a return on more units per acre.
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS &
BOLTS

'

Lot Design & Setback5

(((((

. Covenants & Open Space
. When/How to Use Duplexes,

Multi-Family, and Mixed Uses

I

l\

RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
LOT DESIGN & SETBACKS

.
.

.
.
.

Uses - same as R- I except PUDs are prohibited, these are public city streets
. PUD exception for bad soils

Lot area - 5,000 sqft lot minimum (R- I is 10,000 sqft)
. except 7,000 sqft within 300 ft of R- | or RE, added setback on border results in more
restrictive than R-2- l. Council can decide whether this results in less use next to R- I when
general plan is medium density.

Lot width - no minimum (R- | is 90 ft) but landscaping requirements and garage opening
restrictions put a practical minimum between 40-55 ft for most applications.
Building height - Same as R- I at 20 ft max
Building size - no minimum

1

I

RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
LOT DESIGN & SETBACKS

. Side setback:
.
.
.
.

one-story structures are 5'on each side.
2-story structures are same as R- I at 20' total and at least 8' on one side.

Corner lot and carport exceptions are the same as R- l.
Reduced side setbacks call for keeping mechanical equipment out of required side
setbacks.

.

lf home additions are added later and don't violate covenants, they can match the
first floor.

t
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
LOT DESIGN & SETBACKS
o

Front setback:

.

lnstead of traditional 25-foot setback from front property line, we are going

with l0

feet from the Public Utility Easement.

.

.

Under today's engineering standards, the PUE standard is almost identical to the
property line standard in length, but is more flexible if engineering standards change
to allow narrower PUE's with use of conduit, alternative utility placement, or other
alternatives.
Driveways must still be at least 25 feet long if in the front of the house, but rear
access alleys are also permitted.
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
LOT DESIGN & SETBACKS

.

Rear setback:

.
.
.
.

l0 feet for one-story dwellings
20 feet for two-story dwellings
R-

l

is 30 feet

Rear setback is not likely to be a limiter (i.e., rarely pushed to the limit) with the

other parameters of the zone as outlined later.
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
LOT DESIGN & SETBACKS

.

Subdivision border setbacks (bordering an existing subdivision)

.
.

Rear lot line when it abuts a rear lot line of an adjacent subdivision, 30 feet
Rear lot line when it abuts the side lot line of an adjacent subdivision, 30 feet, except

when the rear lot line is for a corner lot, then l5 feet

.
.

Side

lot line when it abuts any lot line of an adjacent subdivision, l0 feet

These are all minimums, and do not replace larger setback requirements elsewhere
in the zone if they apply
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WHAT ARE THE LIMITERS? WHY THESE NUMBERS?
.

Lot width (not side setbacks) determines most housing development.

'

My neighborhood (7,500 sqft lots) was built in the 1950s and tends

to

With 7.5'on each side,the 25'x60' homes face the street to fill the

gap, leaving about

'

have

x 100'deep lots.

75'wide

40'for

a backyard.

lf those same homes were rotated 90 degrees

matched the home plus side gaps,

with the same side setbacks on lots whose width
the lots would be 40' wide and have a 98' deep backyard.A reduction

in lot size to 5,000 sqft would bring the backyard back to 35' deep.

'

Given the landscape requirements, garage/carport opening limits, and other factors, we will likely see

one-story homes builton

45'xlll'lotsthatare 35'x60'in

size (2, 104 sqftfootprint)

ortwo-story

homes built on 50'x100' lots that are 30'x55' in size (1,650 sqft footprint, 3,300 total)
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS &
BOLTS

. Lot Design & Setbacks
.

When/How to Use Duplexes, Multi-Family, and Mixed Uses
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
COVENANTS & OPEN SPACE
a

Why covenants and an HOA?

'

ln lieu of dozens of other quality-control measures, owner-occupancy covenants are
essential to the character of this zone and are a better metric of quality than lot size,
lot width, or other proxies we currently use for quality.

.

Some local governments are in the business of enforcing owner occupancy, but

Cedar City doesn't want to be in that business.

. The required covenants make it, easier for owners to privately enforce their rights
instead of using armed city officers who have other things to do.
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
COVENANTS & OPEN SPACE
a

Owner-occupancy covenant

.
.

This sets a 30% rental max on the subdivision
lf the HOA doesn't enforce, any lot owner can force the HOA's hand

or privately

petition for damages.

.

A}-year exception is built in for each lot owner to account for death in the family,
illness, military leave, or other circumstances which count against the rental max but
don't trigger enforcement unless they exceed the 2 years. Daybreak in South Jordan
uses a private non-investment covenant at closing which would be encouraged for
the RN Zone.
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
COVENANTS & OPEN SPACE

.

Covenant to discourage lot hoarding - Once property has left the developer's
hands, the covenants assess a fine to lot owners who have not received a
certificate of occupancy (finished construction) within 2 years of purchase.This

provision is here for the following reasons:

.

Developers have no incentive to overdevelop lots that exceed demand.

. Vacant lots cost the city money in infrastructure maintenance without the property
tax or occupants'sales tax to balance.

.

Undeveloped lots can cause a financial burden on the HOA and delay common area
. improvements indefi nitely.
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
COVENANTS & OPEN SPACE
a

Covenants regarding landscaping:

. 40% of front yard area must be live vegetation (not necessarily grass)
. At least I street tree on every lot, and 2 on lots wider than 60 feet
. Parkstrips & street trees: park strips (landscape between curb & sidewalk)
are not currently permitted on public city streets per engineering standards,
but if that changes, we may revisit this ordinance to require trees every 30
feet on average.

.

We may want to address water fees dependent on landscaping in future
policy

\T
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
COVENANTS & OPEN SPACE

. Covenants regarding design standards:
. Covenants regarding architectural and design standards
"which provide visual interest and relief from flat surfaces
such as offset planes, varied roof lines, and varying colors
and textures" are required but we do not require precise
standards.
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
COVENANTS & OPEN SPACE
a

Open Space:

.
.
.
.

At least 250 square feet of open space per unit, but no more than 3% of the
subdivision acreate has to be open sPace.
30%

of open space must be shaded with shade trees (at maturity)

Areas less than 50 feet wide don't count toward space requirement

Developer may approach the city regarding making oPen sPace "owned and
maintained by the city, dependent upon the amenities provided, number of
residences served, access, parking, and other factors subject to the discretion of the
City Council."
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
COVENANTS & OPEN SPACE
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS &
BOLTS

. Lot Design & Setbacks
. Covenants & Open Space
. When/How to Use Duplexes,

Multi-Family, and Mixed Uses

(((((
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RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
OTHER USES

. Primary lnteriorArea (duplexes allowed):
. Underlying general plan is medium or high density residential.
' Area has access to 66-foot road before passing through existing lowdensity subdivision

. Area is at least 300 feet from low-density subdivision or separated
from low-density subdivision by a75-foot road

. Uses and areas have to be identified in the covenants and plat map
'l

\

RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
OTHER USES

. Primary lnteriorArea standards:
. Minimum lot size for detached, single-family

dwellings is 3,500 sqft

. All the same setbacks apply
. That's a 40'x88' lot with a 30'x50' (1,500 sqft) home

. Duplexes are subject to the building standards (lot size, setbacks) of
the R-2-2 zone

.

Duplexes may not take up more than 20% of subdivision acreage

I

I

RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
OTHER USES

. Secondary InteriorArea (Multi-family and Mixed Use allowed):
. Underlying general plan is high density residential or commercial.
. Area has access to 75-foot road before passing through existing low- or mediumdensity subdivision

. Area is at least 300 feet from medium-density subdivision or separated by a 75-foot
road.

. Area is at leastl,000 feet from low-density subdivision or separated by a 1OO-foot
road.

. Uses and areas must be identified in the covenants

and plat map

RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE NUTS & BOLTS
OTHER USES

.

Secondary lnteriorArea standards:

.
.

.
.

Minimum lot size for detached, single-family dwellings is 2,500 sqft

. All the same setbacks apply
. That's a 30'x83' lot with a 20'x45' (967 sqft) home
Multi-family and Mixed uses are subject to the building standards (lot size,
setbacks) of the R-3M or MU zones
General plan Mixed use or other commercial areas must meet the use ratios
and requirements of the MU zone.
Multi-family and Mixed uses may not exceed 15% of subdivision acreage.
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Shade Tree Ordinance
Presentation

-

Cedar City Council Meeting
June 2,2021

Prepared By: Lorah Wood Bodie, Ed.D
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The Goal
'

The goal is to provide information for the City Council to aid in informed
decision making relating to which trees are covered by the Shade Tree
Ordinance.

'

It

also a goal to document for the public which trees are covered and the
process for making an inquiry, a request, or reporting a concern regatding
the covered trees.

l

Background

- Recent Incident

'

The removal of two large heathy maple trees in front of 164 So. 100 West,
and the remaining stumps, zoned as Downtown Commercial.

.

The City Manager was notified by Melissa Frrtz of the incident onMarch 26,
2021. Sections of the Shade Tree Ordinance (0826-92) were referenced.

'

City Manager replied stating that even though the Ordinance was still active,
the trees on this block were not covered.

.

This information is contrary to information received by the property ou/fler
of the adjacent property, from the Public \Works Director, rn 2007.
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Background
Stumps at 7(>4 So. 100

Incident

!fl whcrc Maplcs wcrc cut down, not below ground lcvel
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Background

- Recent Incident

I was looped into an email from Ms. Fritz back to the City Manager, to provide the
background information I have which is based on my communications with City
employees regarding the Shade Tree Ordinance, beginning in 2007.

In that email I suggested that,"...there are documents that would be helpful to review
before futther discussion and consideration. It might be an item that is more
appropriate to add to the agenda for an upcoming City Council Meeting than to
attempt to resolve by email, and would give the council the time needed to review the
documentation prior to the meeting. I would be happy to provide the Council Meeting
Minutes I have from the mid 1930's that evidence the City's planting of the trees and
attend the meeting."

I

Background FIi storical
I first

became aware of the Shade Ttee Ordnance back in 2007 whcn thc Orry was doing safety trims for trccs
that rvcrc plantcd by thc ()ity ancl locatcd on Oiry propgrq,, including thc grass strips bctwccn thc strcct and thc
sidcrvalk. Rick Holman rvas thc l)ublic Wrrks Dircctor at tl.rc timc and thc pctson t() c()ntact to arrangc f<rr trimming. I
contactcd him about schcduling a safety trim. [ [c indicatctl that if I could prove that the trees in front of my
property were indeed planted by the City he would do the safety trim.

in 1962.,\t that timc thctc wcrc stamps in the corners of the
sidewalks at each intersection in my neighborhood with the name of George A Wood and a date...
N{y family bought thc pr()pcrty at 1U5 South 1(X) Wcst

I rnadc a visit to thc ()ity r>fficcs and scarch thtough thc City Council Minutes f<rr scvcral hours and found the
documentation in the August 14'h meeting from 1930 when the bid went out for paving, that included the curb
and gutter, sidewalks, the "Big Trees", shade trees (item 6), and othcr rclatcd itcms (scc pagc tl).
I prrx'idcd thc infrrrmation from thc minutcs to NIr. [ lolman and thc trim was scheduled and completed by thc
c()ntractor thcy rvcrc rvorking rvith at thc timc.
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Background - Flistorical
then followed up in 2018 with the person who replaced Ml Holman (after he retired) Jeff
Hunter, to make another request for a safety trim. After some back and forth, he referred me
to the City Manager.

I

I contacted the City Manager in March of

2020 by email to make a request. He replied back on
March 5,2020 indicating that, "The City does maintain some trees around town. These trees
are in the historic downtown and on City owned property. The only time we trim trees in
residential areas is when they have grown so as to rmpede the operation of our equipment in
the streets." No mention of maintenance, such as safery trims or treatment for insects.

Note: The block of 100 West where my property is located is in the Historic District and is zoned
as Downtown Commercial.
lrr

Background

- Histolcal cont.

()n March 10,2020,I received an email from the City Manager asking me to share the
information I had, related to who planted the trees.
shared with him that the information is from City Council Minutcs in the summer of 1930,
and later added that it is difficult to find because the tree planting was bundled into the
paving contracts, that rolled out in phases (10 phases were mentioned in the minutes over the
years researched). I sent him the image of the table from the City Council Meeting on 8-14-30
that shows the trees as line item 6.

I

As you can ascertain, the criteria that determines which trees are covered by the Shade Tree
()rdinance apparently changed from what it was in 2007 to something more fuzzy, which
presents an oPportumty.

II
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Summa;ry
'

In summ^ry,we havc an opportunity to improve on current practice by
determining and documenting which trees are covered by the Shade
Tree Ordinance, and clarifring the process by which a citrzen can makc an
inquiry, obtain permissions, and rePort possible violations.

t2

Recommendations
Recommendation 1a: It is recommcnded that the Council vote to includc the
ffees planted by the CitS in the arca zoncd as Downtr>wn Commercial, which
includcs thc cast side

of

100 west bcrween 200 South and Center Street.

Recommendation lb: It is also rccommcnded for consideration a bit btoadcr
atea, the Ccntral Commcrcial zone, also bc includcd. This would include m()re
of thc walkablc arcas bctwccn SUU and the Flistoric l)owntorvn area.

I

I

I

I
General Commercial (GC)'

Central Commercial (CC)

I

Downlown Commercial (DC)

n-

.d

Recommendations cont.
'

Recommendation 2: It is further recommended that language be added to
the Ordinance to document which trees are covered, what office to contact,
and the process for making inquiries and reporting concerns.

'

Recommendation 3: Lastly it is recommended that a notification be sent
out to property ou/ners in the areathat the Council determines are covered
by the Otdinance, informing them of the information contained therein,
with link to the Ordinance on the City's website including the Office to
contact for more information.
l5
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Conclusion
'

Appreciative
community

'
'

Seek

of those in the 1930s who planned

and developed this

to reserve the investments made in this beautiful area

Thank you for your time and consideration

l(

EXHIBIT

"C" - City Council Meetint-June 2,2021

CEDAR CITY CORPORATION

BUDGET
ACCT #

DESCRIPTION

ADOPTED

REVISED

Fv20n1

FY20l21

5

c

CENERAL
1O3EgOO FUND BALANCE.APPROPRIATEO

1033.{96 STATE GRAMT€DBG HOUSING AUTHORITY
1041951 STATE GRANT.COBG HOUSING AUTHORITY
Econqltc Development
1033810 IRON COUNTY-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
1060620 COMMUNITY PROMOTION & RECRUITING
Police
103.1210 POLICE OVERTIME REIMBURSEMENT
1034211 POLICE MISC REIMBURSEMENT
1070111 OVERTIME-PERM
1070131 SOCIAL SECURITY.PERM
,1070133
STATE RETIREMENT

1070135 UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

,I070232 TRAVEL TRAINING.DETECTIVES
&
1070245 IN.HOUSETRAINING
1070246 COMPUTERSUPPLIES
1O7O31O PROF & TECH SERVICES
1070312 COMPUTER & TECH SERVICE CONTRACTS
1070452 FIREARM SUPPLIES

1070620 UNlFORtvl PURCHASE
1070622 PATCHES & BADGES
1070624 BALLISTIC VESTS
1034221 FIRE MISC REIMEURSEMENT
1073111 OVERTIME.PERI\4
1073131 SOCIAL SECURITY-PERM
I

rozrtl

srarc nrrrnelaenr

1073135
I07321O
1033422
1073950

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
STJBSCRIPTIONS & MEMBERSHIPS
STATE GRANT-HAZMAT
STATE GRANT

156,588

4,211 ,709

4,055,121

Fund Transfer

127,000
427.000

427.000
427,000

58,542
33,042

8.542
a,542

Reimbursement allocation

24,500
1,925

25.522

28,324
121,484

50,521
133.338
194.403

23.597
22.197

Reimbursemenl allocalion
Reimbursement allocation
Reimbursement allocation
Reimbursement allocalion
Reimbursemenl allocation
Reimbursemenl allocation
Reimbursement allocation
Reimbursement allocation
Reimbursement allocation
Reimbulsement allocation
Reimbursement allocation
Reimbursement allocation
Reimbursement allocalion
Reimbursement alloc€lion
Reimbursement allocalion

50,000

193,497
791.796

5,120
8,290

2.000
21.583

796,029
5.144
8,895
3,000

22,227

'11,854

906
4.233

24
605
1,000

644
4,068

7,000
105,'t 85
19,000
15,200
1,125
6.515

11,068
116.835
19,414
15,224

'|,510
6,965

85
450

299.676

344.676

61.623
55,296
't40,695

126,623

45.000
45,000
3.442

58,738
149,542

11,650

411

8.847

Grant
Grant

Reimbursement allocation

Reimbursemenl allocation
Reimbursement alloc€tion
ReimbuEement allocation
Reimbu.sement allocation
Reimbursement allocation

'1.957

2,U7

90

2.688

2.932
8,000
8,000

Reimbuasement allocation

10,000

5,620
8,000
18,000

600.000

607.500

5,E32

13,332

7.500
7,500

New Budgel lncrease
New Budget lncrease

10,450

10.654

Grant
Grant

Building

1032210 BUILDING PERMITS
1075612 BUILDING PERMIT SURCHARGE
Animal C.ontrol

,I038722 PRIVATE GRANTS.ANIMAL CONTROL
1076450 SPECIAL PUBLIC SAFETY SUPPLIES

Sfeels
1079730 CAP OUTLAY. IMPROVEMENTS

61.824

207,056

Pa*s
1033870 IRON COUNry-RECREATION
1034738 PARKS MISC REIMSURSEMENT

64,508

127,008
2,990

10E3262 BUILDING & GROUNO MAINTENANCE
108373.{ CAP OUTLAY-BALL PARK IMPROVEMENTS

75.500

76,490
257,170

229,670

Cross Holrow
1O9O73O CAP OUTLAY-IMPROVEMENTS

35,000

Cenenl

,1095922

TMNS TO MBA.LEASE

109592,1 TRANS TO CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT

204
204

204

128.329

32.74

'rE1,372

4.1A1.3't2

Private Grant
Private Grant

145,232 Bulldog UDOT Match

62.500 County Grant

2,990
2,990
27,500

Replace Sign
Replace Sign
County Grant

35,000 County Granl
(95.585) Fire Truck Debt Payment

,{,000.000 Fund Transfer

Aitpott
2439.{OO IRON COUNTY-AIRPORT
2,140262 MAINTENANCE-BUILDING & GROUND
2,140310 PROF & TECH SERVICES
Publb Safety lnpact Fee
2739101 FIRE IMPACT FEES
2740910 TRANS TO MBA FUND
274OS9O FUND BALANCE.UNAPPROPRIATED

25.000
35,000
2 000
50,000

rri

000

19.500
9,500
10.000

County Grant
County Grant
Cou
Grant

60.069
95,585

10,069

95,585

Fire Truck Debt Payment
Fire Truck Debt Paymeni
Fire Truck Debl P

44.500
44,500

85

Gotl cc'u,se

2639100 GREEN FEES
2840262 BUILDING & GROUND MAINTENANCE
2840612 SALES TAX
Capital I mprovemeht F und
4639410 TRANS FROM GENERAL FUND
4695690 FUNO BALANCE.UNAPPROPRIATED

390.000
19,000

37,190
181,372

425.000
44.000
47.190

35.000
25.000

4,181.372
4,000

4.000.000

10 000

000

Tee Box Relocation
Tee Box Relocation
Sales Tax Remittanci
Fund Transfer
Fund Transfer

RDA

5739106 TAXES-OECORWORX
5740616 tNCENT|VE-OECORWORX

1? 126

MBA

2-1

12,126
12,126

New Budget lncrease
lncrease
Nev, Bud

CEOAR CITY CORPORATIOI

BUDGET

ACCT#

DESCRIPTION
| 5s398oo rRANS FRoM GENERAL FUND

ADOPTED
FY20t21

128.329

2-2

REVISEO
FY20t2,l

32,744

s

Ch.n90
(95,585) Fire Truck Debt Peyment

